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Abstract 

Planning a grasp towards a rapidly rotating target necessitates that visuomotor strategies adapt to 

both the speed of the target’s rotation and to the new grasp sites that come into play throughout 

the reach.  In this study, participants were instructed to grasp a virtual rectangular target that was 

spinning in either direction at one of four speeds about a fixed point.  Eye and hand movements 

were recorded throughout.  Characterizations of visuomotor strategies were depicted through 

probabilistic maps of eye fixations across spatial and temporal dimensions.  Sequences of 

fixations showed that variation across viewing strategies increased with the speed of the target.  

Eye movement patterns also indicated that a greater challenged was posed by the 

counterclockwise direction than at the clockwise direction.  One subgroup of participants showed 

more aptitude for the task.  These findings suggest that perceived ability influences fixation 

strategies during grasping tasks. 

 Keywords: eye-fixations, fixation sequences, grasping, moving target 
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Visualizations of Visuomotor Strategies for Grasping a Spinning Target 

Reaching to catch a falling water bottle is a complex task.  It involves making predictions 

about how far the bottle is from an outstretched hand and how quickly a hand can reach out in 

time to come within contact range of the bottle.  It also involves calculating the orientation of the 

bottle at the time that a hand is close enough to grasp it.  We relay visual information in real time 

for the visuomotor system to be able to maintain precision within the plan for action so that 

execution of the reach will be accurate. 

The location that the eyes fixate from one place to the next can indicate what parts of a 

scene or an object are salient, meaning what parts of it attract gaze more predictably than others.  

Effectively grasping something within one’s environment is a basic skill, and yet it is one that 

requires relatively sophisticated reasoning and specific visual information about the target.   

Typically, when reaching to grasp an ‘upright’ oriented object, the gaze is directed to a 

location around the top edge that would allow for a secure grasp (Bulloch, Prime, & Marotta, 

2015).  But what visual information is necessary for the visuomotor system to perform a grasp of 

a continuously spinning target?  As a target rotates around its axis, the top of the target spins out 

of reach while a new top spins into view.  The new orientations of the target change the grasp 

sites and this necessitates that the plan for action be updated.  In this study eye fixations that 

were made while planning to grasp a 2D spinning target that was moving at one of four different 

speeds, in either direction, were explored. 

 Predictive fixating behaviour. 

As a way of conserving energy, humans plan precise movements in order to be accurate 

and efficient.  The accuracy of movement in a reaching and grasping task is a reflection of the 
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precision of predictive calculations.  Grasping a moving object necessitates calculations of the 

speed and predictions of the object’s location at the time of object contact.  Different potential 

index finger contact points will be incorporated in a plan for action than those made for grasping 

a laterally moving target, due to limitations in the rotation of the wrist.  In order to calculate a 

grasp as an object is spinning, the visuomotor system must maintain an accurate representation 

of potential contact points as they transition from feasible to non-feasible grasp sites.  Visual 

information for these calculations is relayed to the sensory motor system and subsequently used 

to update the plan for action.  Cognitive plans can be inferred from the locations on the target 

that attract the gaze, the object’s speed, and its orientation at the time of the fixation onset.  As 

the object spins, the visuomotor system must update its plan for action at critical points in time 

prior to conducting the reach. 

Temporal contingencies of fixations. 

Eye fixations that are made during a grasping task have been shown to be closely coupled 

with the timing of certain phases of the reach (Flanagan & Johansson, 2003).  At the onset of a 

reach, the proximity of the fixation is correlated with the contact locations of the hand on the 

object (Hayhoe, Bensinger, & Ballard, 1997).  A significant coupling of reach timing and fixation 

onset was shown in a study by Flanagan and Johansson (2003).  Participants were asked to grasp 

a block and move it from one side of a table to another while eye movements were recorded.  

Eye fixations began an average of 150 ms prior to the onset of hand movement.  Subsequent eye 

fixations moved towards a new location an average of 72 ms before the cessation of a particular 

hand movement.  Therefore, as information is gathered at the time that it becomes necessary, 

inferences of internal cognitive processes may be drawn from gaze patterns. 
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It has been suggested that visuomotor plans are organized into a singular strategy at any 

given time.  The term used to describe this is the “visuomotor channels hypothesis” (Desmurget 

et al., 1996).  Evidence to support the singular channel hypothesis is provided by a grasping 

study (Mamassian, 1996), which indicated that the internal representation of a target is invariant 

to the object’s presentation at various angles from the viewer’s perspective.  The results showed 

that the grasp aperture remained consistent during a grasp towards each different orientation of 

the same object being presented.  This finding suggests that the coordinates of an object are 

represented by a cognitive schema in which a singular representation of the object’s features, 

such as location and size, are available to the visuomotor system.  Evidence that motor plans for 

action follow gestalt principles of holistic plans (Klapp & Jagacinski, 2011) further supports the 

single channels hypothesis.  Therefore, the spatial information that the visuomotor system 

requires from moment to moment can be deduced through eye movement behaviours due to the 

singularity of motor plans and their relevance in real time.  

Real time updating of a motor movement plan is integral to carrying out the plan 

effectively and with reduced error within a changing environment.  When memory is the only 

way that information is provided for the purpose of informing us about where things are in the 

environment, the movements become less accurate.  For example, during an open loop task, a 

task for which visual information of the stimulus is removed prior to object contact, the 

trajectory of the reach deviated from the most efficient trajectory (Westwood, Heath, & Roy, 

2003; Hesse & Franz, 2010).  This finding is true even when a grasp is conducted two seconds, 

which is a relatively brief amount of time, after visual feedback of the object is removed (Prime 
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& Marotta, 2012).  The relationship of real time visual feedback to the accuracy of movement is 

indicative of the relative importance of the temporal aspect on visual saliency. 

 Task Dependent Saliency. 

Humans tend to fixate on different areas depending on what information is necessary for an 

imminent movement, thus showing that eye movements are directly coupled with relevant 

information retrieval.  In a study of a passive viewing task (Buswell, 1935; Yarbus, 1967), eye 

movements where recorded to assess how viewing patterns differ according to the questions that 

participants were asked about the scene that they were viewing.  Eye movement patterns made 

while individuals perform everyday movements like pouring hot water into a mug (Land, 1999) 

or making a snack (Hayhoe, Shrivastava, Mruczek, & Pelz, 2003) showed that specific fixation 

patterns are made relative to specific types of tasks.  

Analyses of fixations during viewing-only tasks and tasks that involve motor movement 

have been studied as part of a framework that consists of two main classes of attention-based 

saliency, termed low-level and high-level saliency.  The attributes of low-level features such as 

contrast, luminosity, and information density are used to form accurate predictors of attention 

allocation (Itti & Koch, 1999).  They also parallel the neural circuitry found within the earlier 

areas of the visual system (Gao & Vasconcelos, 2009).  These attributes can be used to form 

accurate predictions of scene saliency or locations of eye fixations.  Low-level saliency features 

parallel the specific receptor types that are found early on within the primary visual system 

beginning at the retina.  The retina is connected directly to the lateral geniculate nucleus via the 

optic nerve and the optic tract.  Optic striations connect the lateral geniculate nucleus to the 
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primary visual cortex, which is located in the occipital lobe.  It is this latter part of the visual 

system where higher-level visual cognition is produced. 

Other forms of low-level saliency maps are derived from a variety of algorithms that 

consider other mechanisms that mediate eye movement behaviours, such as movement required 

to find maximum information areas of a scene (Renninger, Coughlan, Verhese, & Malik, 2008). 

This finding assumes that areas within an image that yield more information are more likely to 

be salient.  This algorithm predicts which features are the most attractive to a viewer based upon 

both the image and previous fixations (Geisler, 2011; Renninger, Verghese, & Coughlan, 2007).  

A similar algorithm for low-level visual saliency measures the relative complexity of the 

information within an image in order to determine which areas would attract the gaze more 

frequently (Bruce & Tsotsos, 2006).  Other experiments have been used to observe that within a 

dynamical scene, such as one shown through a video, the gaze is attracted to the centre of an 

object within a scene (Nuthmann & Henderson, 2010), and the image centre (Tatler, 2007).  

Though detection of low-level features can lead to accurate predictions of where people will look 

on an image during passive viewing, accuracy of these predictions is lower during tasks such as 

when participants are instructed to memorize specific parts of a scene or intend to grasp an 

object. 

High-level saliency, on the other hand, drives the fixation behaviour during motor 

movement tasks, and consequently, reflects the cognitive processes for planning movements.  In 

a study of participants who were asked to make a sandwich, relevant features were task specific; 

fixations were located around the handle of the knife, or the lid of the peanut butter jar as 

participants were about to reach for it (Ballard & Hayhoe, 2009).  During motor tasks, visual 
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attention correlates with the temporal dimension of the task (Ballard, Hayhoe, & Pelz, 2005).  

Instead of viewing low-level features such as colours and contrast, people tended to move their 

gaze from places like the handles of tea pots to the mug at times when these object features such 

as the handle or the cup became relevant to the task, like pouring a cup of tea.  Though attention 

can be predicted based on low-level or high-level feature saliency, no theory has been proposed 

that would enable accurate predictions of fixation sequences for tasks which these two saliency 

levels are known to interact. 

 Saliency during grasping. 

A closer analysis of what areas are salient during reaching and grasping tasks showed that 

as the hand travels to grasp an object, called the transport phase, the locations of fixations can be 

predicted by the location of the index finger at the time of object contact.  The most relevant 

positions for contacting an object with a pincer grasp are typically aligned with the centre of 

mass of an object and are located along its axis of symmetry (Blaser & Kowler, 1995; Brower,  

Franz, & Gegenfurtner, 2009; Desanghere & Marotta, 2011; He & Kowler, 1997; Prime & 

Marotta, 2011; Johansson, Westling, Backstrom, & Flanagan, 2001).  Factors that can be used to 

predict the location of contact include kinematic constraints, which are correlated to the wrist 

flexion tendon limitations.  Contact locations from a grasp of an object have been found to 

positively correlate with possible areas for which contact by the hand is comfortable (Gentilucci, 

Daprati, Gangitano, Saetti, & Toni, 1996; van Bergen, van Swieten, Williams, & Mon-Williams, 

2007; Voudouris, Smeets, & Brenner, 2012).  Normal wrist extension during a grasp has been 

shown to range between 0º and 110º-130º of rotation from the ulnar bone (Cuijpers et al., 2004; 
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Rosenbaum, van Heugten, & Caldwell, 1996).  These kinematic restrictions must be incorporated 

into calculations prior to the onset of a reach for contacting an object.   

During the actual grasp of the object, which is the time that the index finger and the thumb 

make contact with the object, eye fixations locate around the position of the index finger 

(Brouwer et al., 2009; Bulloch, Prime, & Marotta, 2015; de Grave, Hess, Brouwer, & Franz, 

2008; Desanghere & Marotta, 2011; Hayhoe et al., 2003; Johansson et al., 2001; Neggers & 

Bekkering, 2000; Pelz, Hayhoe, & Loeber, 2001).  The common salient locations on an object 

are thought to be relevant because of the need to guide the gaze visually during the placement of 

the index finger on the object.  The attraction of the gaze around the location of the index finger 

contact is consistent across different hand orientations when conducting a grasp, and remains 

consistent for conditions during which the thumb is occluded (Voudouris, Smeets, & Brenner, 

2015). 

The visuomotor feedback system updates a representational system throughout the reach. 

Evidence for this is the constancy with which fixations locate towards the top edge of an object, 

above its centre of mass and along its axis of symmetry.  During the transport phase, the role of 

vision is imperative for guiding the hand just prior to contact for the purpose of accuracy.  Grasp 

accuracy is enabled through visual guidance of the hand to the eventual location of the index 

finger.  At the moments before object contact, the location of the hand influences where the eye 

fixation locates.  This transfer between the guiding factors during various components of a reach 

describes the feedback that provides information to update a coordinate map throughout the 

reach.  The existence of a feedback cycle implies that saliency changes from the intended 

placement of the index finger and the actual placement of the index finger.  Mechanisms that 
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drive this higher-level saliency process during reaching and grasping tasks can be explained by 

the organization of specialized neural networks that span from the area V1 in the occipital lobe 

towards and along the dorsal and ventral visual streams. 

 Dual-stream hypothesis. 

A neurological feedback system that is composed of two visual streams is hypothesized to 

be the process in the visual system that allows us to accurately perform a visually guided reach 

towards an object.  The connectivity and specialized functions of the two cortical visual 

processing streams is known as the ‘two streams hypothesis’ (Undergleider & Mishkin, 1982).  

Visual cognition for motor planning occurs at a level that is below the conscious level of 

awareness, primarily within the dorsal visual processing stream.  And yet, motor planning is 

driven by sophisticated planning that directs the gaze to features that are important for making 

effective and accurate motor movements, such as moving the arm to reach out and pick up a cup.  

Though the two-stream hypothesis concerns the differences between the two visual processing 

streams, there is evidence that these two streams do not operate entirely separately from each 

other, but rather operate semi-independently. 

The representational coordinates of the arm movement locations are separate from 

perception of an object and its location.  Coordinating the two systems is facilitated by shared 

information that is passed between the two systems.  This process is continually updated when 

cognitive plans for action are made to perform a grasp.   

Interconnectivity between the processing streams implies that the distribution of the brain 

cells that code for the spatial location of an object prior to it being grasped may represent the 

information that is shared across different coordinate systems in different ways.  Differences 
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between the coordinate systems of the two streams has potential implications on the level of 

accuracy for the prehension of objects that are traveling at relatively faster speeds, as accuracy is 

limited by the information transfer rate across the differing types of coordinate systems 

(Mohsenzadeh, Dash, & Crawford, 2016). 

The neurological process by which new visual information is updated in the coordinate 

maps of the external world has been most reliably tested through analyses of plans for motor 

movement as the transfer of information across the two streams is present in these circumstances.  

An analysis of how specific characteristics of viewing patterns are contingent upon the speed of 

a rotating object can provide evidence for differing cognitive plans for action.  Restrictions can 

potentially be attributed to various components of representational systems when tracking object 

movement, such as perceptual limitations caused by object movement, or due to constraints 

caused by oculomotor mechanisms. 

 Perception of motion. 

The capacity to understand motion and make accurate predictive calculations for 

interaction with moving objects is enabled by vision receptors that are sensitive to slight 

differences in contrast, namely rods.  Contrast is detected through these receptors that are located 

within the retina, and form the beginnings of the magnocellular visual pathway that leads to the 

processing streams in the visual cortex (Van Essen, Anderson, & Felleman, 1992).  The nature of 

the visual perception of motion for humans is through pattern recognition, including involvement 

of gestalt principles (Klapp & Jagacinski, 2011).  For example, the visual information that 

conveys the rates of changing orientations and the size of an object can be used to perceive 

independent movement.  A perceptual interpretation of a scene is determined by the heuristic 
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mechanisms that are specific to types of objects and specific patterns of their movement.  

Maunsell and van Essen (1983) showed that a Macaque monkey has selective cells in the MT/V5 

area that respond to specific speeds and directions of motion.  The visual system uses 

sophisticated pattern recognition to extract ‘snap shots’ over relatively brief periods of time 

which are then pieced together to infer coherent motion from changing visual information.  The 

limited capacity of the optic nerve to transmit a signal within a short duration of time, restricts 

movement information to fairly short spanned frames (van Essen, Olshausen, Anderson, & 

Gallant, 1991).  The human visual system must be able to overcome this restriction on visual 

information in order to perceive moving objects in such a way that they can then be identified.   

Eye fixation patterns can be studied without considering potential biases from the 

movement of the eyeball to infer motion in the external environment.  Neural correlates that 

enable recognition of motion are not biased by oculomotor movements that occur during visual 

pursuit.  In a study by Krauzlis and Alder (2001), participants were asked to make a decision 

regarding the degree of coherency of  moving dot patterns.  The findings from this study indicate 

that the neural correlates for oculomotor control do not bias the perception of coherence of the 

dots’ motion.  This finding implies that eye fixations towards moving objects correspond with 

perceptual informational requirements.  As such, perception of a moving object is not identified 

through the movement of the eyes when tracking the object. 

Predictions that are made from visual information of a rapidly moving object’s position 

require more abstract cognitive calculations due to the processing limitations of the visual 

system.  Restrictions that speed of movement in the external environment may have on the 

oculomotor system, and the higher-level heuristic processes of the visual processing system 
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might limit the information that is needed for effectively completing a given task.  It is possible 

that different visual processing heuristics may be utilized for perceiving a moving object 

differently depending upon the speed of the object’s movement, such as according to specific 

speed thresholds and directions of movement.  

Inferring cognitive plans. 

Differences between viewing patterns across different reaching and grasping tasks indicate 

differences in the plans for action across the tasks.  The specific type of information in relation to 

the phase of an action that becomes recruited can be utilized to indicate how cognitive plans 

differ across tasks.  

Gaze locations and fixation frequency are behavioural measures that provide a basis from 

which to measure differences between cognitive strategies for action between tasks.  Variation 

found in the average duration of fixations during phases of a specific task is influenced by the 

specific task requirements (Hayhoe, Bensinger, & Ballard, 1999).  It has been shown, however, 

that fixation duration does not indicate the subtle differences between processes as distinctly as 

fixation frequency does across tasks.  In a study by Castelhano, Mack and Henderson (2009), the 

authors found that fixations made during a memorization task tended to occur more frequently 

than they did during a search task.  During a search task, fixations occurred most frequently 

within the first 2 seconds of viewing.  Conversely, in a study by Hayhoe, Bensinger, and Ballard 

(1997), fixation frequency did not indicate separate phases during a memorization task to the 

same level as fixation frequency provided within a movement task.  Instead, the authors found 

that fixation behaviour was conducted in sequences to gather different types of information.  

Participants gathered information in stages during the memorization task: the first fixation was 
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made to detect low-level features such as colour and subsequent fixations informed the visual 

system of the location of the stimulus.  These findings suggest that, in addition to being both 

meaningfully measured by eye fixation spatial location and temporal frequency, cognitive 

processes change after certain time thresholds that reflect a differing degree of higher-level task 

demands in relation to low-level task demands.  Informational requirements that are directed by 

cognitive processes are not readily distinguishable across tasks by certain measures, such as 

fixation frequency.  Informational requirements that correlate with differences in viewing 

behaviours may also be defined by specific phases of a given task. 

Inferences drawn from temporal analyses of fixations must also incorporate inherent biases 

that are derived from short term memory of visual cognition (Ballard et al., 1995; Najemnik & 

Geisler, 2005; O’Regan, 1992).  Critical time points during a reaching and grasping movement 

have been explored through the relationship of the onset of fixations relative to the timing of 

certain phases of the reach: initial fixation, onset of movement, transport of hand, and grasp 

phase (Hayhoe, Shrivasta, Mruczek, & Pelz, 2003).  The average fixation duration and frequency 

of fixation were compared across the different phases of the reach to show that the coupling of 

fixations and arm movements is not strictly driven by either hand or eye movement behaviour 

separately.  In some instances the hand would begin moving prior to the fixation locating at the 

target.  In other instances, the fixation would locate the target prior to onset of arm movement.  

Therefore, planning for movement does not follow distinguishable phase beginnings and phase 

endings in all cases.  Rather, the planning phase and the strategies are based upon the feedback 

between the specific phase and fixation frequency in addition to spatial location differences. 

Interaction Between Low-level and High-level Saliency. 
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The study by van Polanen and Davare (2015) explores the interconnections between the 

two streams and how they cooperate during reaching and grasping to manipulate complex 

objects.  Saliency within complex scenes that involve moving objects can be characterized by the 

interaction of low-level saliency with high-level saliency, or task-based saliency, along the 

temporal dimension.  In a study by Kollmorgen, Norman, Schroder and Konig (2010), the salient 

features of an image that attracted the gaze were measured in the categories of low-level 

saliency, spatial saliency, and object specific contextual, to determine the degree of relevance 

each of these categories had to frequency of fixations.  The relevance of low-level salient 

features depended on the type of classification problem asked of the participants.  This finding 

suggests that the saliency of low-level stimulus features correlates with saliency of higher-level 

stimulus features in some instances.  Belardinelli et al. (2015) analyzed the interaction of low-

level and task-based saliency through heat maps by comparing the distance between the regions 

of interest throughout an action task with the location of the first fixation on the object.  Their 

results indicated that low-level saliency, as mentioned previously, was predicted by factors such 

as, contrast, hue, and complexity of information, changes in degrees of relevancy during phases 

of a grasping task towards a stationary object.  The relevance of low-level and high-level 

measures of saliency was contingent upon how many fixations had already been made towards 

the object.  Previous studies have shown that the visual system begins to register higher-level 

attributes such as spatial location after 150 ms (Thorpe, Fitz, & Marlot, 1996).  Cognitive 

processes can be inferred by the varying degree of interaction between low-level and high-level 

saliency measures at specific time points during a given task.  For this reason, the eye movement 
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behaviour utilized in this study is a fixation defined as the gaze locating within a 1 cm diameter 

for 100 ms or more. 

Interaction between temporal and feature-based conspicuity changes that occur over time 

can be gainfully explored through a conditional probability framework.  An analysis is useful for 

modelling fixations that utilize temporal ‘snapshots’, such as a probability map that changes over 

time.  Utilization of a probabilistic framework allows for an analysis of the features and 

behaviours that are contributing to saliency across various different movements at different time 

points during the task.  An analysis across time segments that incorporates conditional likelihood 

of viewing locations on the scene can be used for the purpose of finding what is meaningful on a 

global view that incorporates more dimensions of viewing patterns (Zhang, Tong, Marks, Shan, 

& Cottrell, 2008). 

Grasping two-dimensional targets. 

The contact locations when reaching and grasping at images are similar to the grasps made 

towards three-dimensional objects of the cross-sectionally same shape (Desanghere & Marotta, 

2011; Kwok & Braddick, 2003; Vishwanath & Kowler, 2004).  Differences in kinematic 

responses to two-dimensional targets compared with three-dimensional targets are found in 

measures of peak aperture, peak velocity and time to peak aperture (Goodale, Jakobson, & 

Keillor, 1994).  According to an fMRI study, the anterior intraparietal area in the dorsal stream 

was activated during grasping tasks, but not for changes in size of an object during perceptual 

tasks (Kroliczak, Cavina-Pratesi, Goodman, & Culham, 2008).  The neural processes for 

associating various visual inputs are different when planning to make a pantomimed grasp than 

when humans grasp a three-dimensional target.  However, these differences are not expected to 
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influence the object contact locations or eye fixation locations.  Due to the differences between 

measures of peak aperture and time to peak aperture, these kinematic measurements were not 

used in the present study. 

The design of this study mitigates the neural and kinematic differences between grasping 

two-dimensional and grasping three-dimensional targets by providing haptic feedback at the end 

of the grasp.  The perception of haptic feedback during pantomimed grasping tasks has been 

shown to decrease the differences in maximum aperture that are found between grasping two-

dimensional versus grasping three-dimensional objects (Whitwell, Ganel, Byrne, & Goodale, 

2015).   

Objectives 

The goal of this study was to investigate the pattern of eye movements generated prior to 

reaching out to grasp a spinning target.  These investigations were intended to provide a 

descriptive account of preparatory eye fixations made when grasping a moving target. Viewing 

patterns across eight different conditions that differ across speed and direction of target rotation 

were compared.  Temporal and spatial analyses of eye movements provided an indirect measure 

of the cognitive processes that occur in preparation for action.  Various constraints were expected 

to influence viewing patterns such that temporal fixations were expected to indicate the spatial 

information of the target that was necessary to adapt to kinematic constraints, in order to update a 

plan for making a grasp at a comfortable hand orientation. 

Through visualizing the viewing patterns that were made prior to contact with the target 

during the planning phase, the probabilistic distribution of fixation likelihood in space-time were 

used to explore factors that influence saliency over time.  These factors include: previous 
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fixations and target orientation.  This form of analysis was used to inform how the fixation 

locations are distributed in sequence in order to assess how they change over time.  Another 

advantage of distributed fixation locations is that a particular location on the block was not 

selected for analysis from the outset.  Instead, topographical likelihood patterns indicated the 

general location on the block that is most salient at proximal temporal snapshots in time during 

the trials.  These were compared across relative reference frames and across spatial dimensions.    

Spatial and temporal distributions of fixations were compared across successive fixations 

to produce a model of viewing patterns for each condition.  Another objective of this study was 

to produce a model that can accurately predict the general location of successive fixations given 

the location of a previous fixation at specific time points during a task.  This type of predictive 

analysis was based directly on probabilistic spatiotemporal fixation distributions, which lend 

themselves naturally to characterizing likelihoods of fixations according to time point and 

previous fixations. 

Hypotheses 

It was expected that slower rotational speeds would allow for more successful tracking of a 

“graspable” position on the block as it rotates.  It was also expected that tracking would be 

incrementally impeded by increased speeds of rotation due to the constraints imposed by 

kinematic and oculomotor factors that were not present during the slower rotational conditions.  

The relationship between specific viewing strategies and the accuracy of target contact within a 

given rotational condition was expected to indicate the degree of effectiveness of different 

strategies observed and how they vary according to rotational speed.  
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The locations of fixations were expected to indicate that individuals tend to track a 

particular position on the block during slower speeds of rotation.  Tracked locations were 

expected to change across time during the trial.  The viewing strategy prior to onset of the reach 

was expected to shift to a different strategy during the faster: 50º/s and 60º/s, speeds of rotation, 

such that the distributions of fixations across snapshots in time were expected to indicate that 

tracking behaviour occurred less during these speeds of rotation.  Eye movement patterns were 

expected to differ based upon the speed of the target’s rotation.  The prediction accuracy within 

the model for predicting successive fixations over multiple time steps was expected to decrease 

as the speed of the target’s rotation increased. 

It was also expected that the distributions of fixations would show a similar skew across 

common directions of rotation.  Eye fixation distributions were expected to be skewed towards 

the negative x-axis during the clockwise directions of rotation and that the fixations would be 

skewed towards the positive-x axis during the conditions in which the target was rotating in the 

counterclockwise direction.  Additionally, it was predicted that the location of the index finger at 

target contact would be significantly different between speeds of rotation. For example the index 

finger would locate further from the edge of the object during faster speeds of rotation. 

Methods 

Participants 

In total, 17 participants, eight males and nine females, M = 20.12 years, were recruited 

through an online University of Manitoba Psychology Subject Pool for partial credit towards the 

course, Introduction to Psychology.  The students had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and 

were right-hand dominant as determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory questionnaire 
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(Oldfield, 1970).  This research was approved by the University of Manitoba Human Research 

Ethics Board at the Fort Garry Campus. 

Apparatus  

Participants wore several infrared diode (IRED) sensors on their right hand: 2 IREDs were 

placed on the thumb positioned on the nail and right side of the cuticle, and 2 IREDS were 

positioned on the index finger around the centre towards the left side of the cuticle.  As well, two 

IREDs were placed on the radial portion of the wrist.  The IREDs were tracked at 100 Hz by the 

Optotrak Certus tracking equipment (Northern Digital, Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada), with an 

accuracy of 0.01 mm.  Eye fixations were recorded using Eyelink II eye-tracking equipment (SR 

Research Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada) to track eye movement and the location of the gaze 

through the corneal reflection from the eyes.  Ey e tracking equipment was calibrated before the 

beginning of the experimental trials to at least 1 cm of accuracy through a 9-point calibration 

process.  Coordinates from the sensors and eyes were compiled through the Motion Monitor 

software (Innovative Sports Training, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) to integrate all coordinates 

within a common three-dimensional reference frame.  Tones that indicated to the participant the 

timing of the start of the grasp were generated by MATLAB Auditory Toolbox (8 kHz; 

MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA).  

Stimuli  

The experimental stimuli were computer generated targets using MotionMonitor software.  

All shapes were Efron blocks; they had equal surface area in order to keep the light produced by 

the monitor consistent across all of the trials (Efron, 1969).  The experimental conditions all 

featured the same 10.2 cm x 6.2 cm sized block that was rotated around its centre of mass about 
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a point at the centre of a 27” monitor.  The block was rotating at 1 of 4 different speeds, 30 °/s, 

40 °/s, 50 °/s and 60°/s in either a clockwise (cw) or a counterclockwise (ccw) direction.  Three 

different distractor stimuli were either one of two block sizes 8 cm x 8 cm or and 15.2 x 4.2 cm 

in size. 

Design 

This study was a four (speed of rotation) by two (direction) within-subjects design.  Each 

participant completed two blocks of 32 trials each for a total of 64 trials.  Each block consisted of 

a random order of three trials of each of the eight conditions, for a total of 24 experimental trials 

per block.  Within each block, eight distractor trials were randomly interspersed between 

experimental trials.  

Procedure 

Participants were instructed to sit on a chair that was 50 cm away from the computer 

monitor with their head in a chin rest.  Once the EyeLink II eye tracker was calibrated and the 

IREDs were attached to the right hand and wrist, participants were asked to complete three 

accuracy checks to ensure that the eye tracker was within 1 cm of error. 

Participants were given a maximum of five practice trials that were solely comprised of 

distractor conditions.  The time between the beginning of the trial and the sound of the tone was 

3.5 seconds during the experimental conditions.  For distractor conditions the tone sounded after 

1.5 s from the beginning of the trial.  Participants were instructed to grasp the block from the 

screen as naturally as they would if the block were three dimensional with their index and thumb 

contacting the edges of the block.  The block stopped rotating once the sensors either on the 

index or the thumb were within a threshold distance of 0.75 cm from the screen, thus signaling 
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the end of the trial.  The participants were then instructed to return their hand to the starting 

position on the table 30 cm in front of the monitor to wait for the next trial. 

Analyses 

Quadrant analysis. 

The frequency that eye fixations landed within each quadrant of the viewing plane was 

bound by the line that divides the horizontal midline of the viewing space and vertical midline of 

the viewing space.  The centre of the target was fixed at the origin of the quadrants.  The 

frequency that fixations landed within each quadrant throughout a trial, without adjusting for 

relative location on the block, was analyzed using a two by four repeated measures analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) with the number of fixations as the dependent variable and the direction and 

speed of the target’s rotation as independent variables.  Significance was defined at alpha = .05.  

Any violation of sphericity in the data was addressed by using Greenhouse-Geisser correction.  

Post hoc analyses were conducted through Tukey post hoc tests. 

Fixation distributions.  

Depictions of translated coordinates from the actual location of the target at the time of the 

onset of the fixation.  Fixations were measured using Salvucci and Goldberg’s (2000) fixation 

algorithm with a dispersion distance of 1cm.  The fixation location was remapped so that each 

ms of each fixation landed within a common reference point of the target’s location. 

Fixations were filtered with a Gaussian filter blur, sigma = 8, that model the foveal and 

parafoveal view of the screen from 50 cm away, 1 cm = 1.15 º viewing angle, kernel = [310 310] 

pixels.  Each distribution across the viewing plane was normalized so that the likelihood of 
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fixating was represented by the frequency of fixating per trial.  Each viewing plane was then 

normalized so that each pixel represented a percentage value of the likelihood of fixating. 

Earth Mover’s Distance. 

Spatial distribution of participants’ fixation, or heat maps, were measured by comparisons 

between each of the 8 conditions via Rubiner et al.’s (2000) Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) 

metric and the algorithm from Pele & Werman (2009).  The EMD metric measures the least 

squared distance between pixels of relatively similar value to transfer the information from one 

image recreated using the information present in another.  The EMD is a measure of the amount 

of change between images that is scaled according to the change in mass between each transfer 

of information.  A two by four repeated measures ANOVA was utilized to test for differences 

between the eight conditions across four speeds and two directions of rotation.  

Distance of index finger at contact. 

The vertical distance from the centre of the target to the index finger was calculated using 

the absolute distance from the contact location along the vertical dimension to the horizontal 

midline of the target. 

Markov Model grammars. 

Predicting successive fixation locations and distinct viewing patterns with either a 

concentric or a vertical configuration of the four different states, Figure 1.  Each of the 

boundaries within the viewing plane was determined from a distribution that normalized all of 

the fixation distributions across the eight conditions.  These distributions were subsequently 

utilized to determine the locations of the borders between the different states of the grammars to 
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then test the weightings of the Markov Models across sequences of fixations within each of the 

conditions. 

The vertical model was constructed based on rotating a radial arm that divided the across 

the vertical mid-line of the viewing plane and a circle that circumscribed the area at the centre of 

the target that summed to 25% of the likelihood values on either side of the vertical line.  

The concentric model was constructed so that the inner state which includes fixating the 

centre of mass of the target, circumscribes 25% (radius=95 pixels from the origin) of the 

normalized fixation likelihood values. The following was 50% (radius = 147 pixels from the 

origin) and the third accumulated stated comprised 80% of the fixations.  The third state, which 

contained 80% (radius = 229 pixels from the origin) of the fixation likelihood of fixating within 

fell at radius = 3.27 cm from the centre of mass.  This 80% boundary was intended to locate at 

the midline of the target’s horizontal edge in order to differentiate people who were tracking the 

edge of the block and those who were tracking gradients inwards from this location.  The fourth 

state included the entire viewing plane (770 x 1000 pixels) or 14 cm x 18 cm, until the boundary 

of the third state. 

Grammar Configurations 

Figure 1. Concentric configuration (left) and Vertical configuration (right).
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The root mean square error (RMSE) measure was utilized to calculate the amount of 

structure per grammar at each speed condition.  To investigate how much each transition state 

deviated from chance levels of transition from within each normalized state.  The dependent 

variable of relative amount of structure per grammar was tested for differences across the 

independent variables of speed and direction of target rotation through a two by four repeated 

measures ANOVA with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction applied to correct for violations of 

sphericity.  Each of the concentric and the vertical grammar configurations were tested 

separately.  Analyses also included contrasts for linear and quadratic trends.  The alpha 

significance value was corrected using the Bonferroni correction for family wise error. 

Likelihood of simulated data per grammar. 

A total of 10 000 simulated trials that were composed of 20 fixations each were compared 

through statistical tests or through a likelihood matrix of the true positives and false positives of 

each trial.  Each trial was simulated by generating a sequence of fixations according to the 

transition state likelihoods of each conditions grammar.  A total of 10 000 trials of randomly 

selected data was utilized to determine the fit of the model for a given condition’s simulated data. 

These analyses were measured separately across speeds within either the cw or the ccw 

direction of rotation.  The eight different sets of simulated data, one set per speed condition and 

across each of the four speeds, were evaluated by testing each trial’s likelihood of generating the 

sequence according to the transition states of the grammars.   

The likelihood values for each trial between all four grammars, within either direction of 

rotation, were compared separately to evaluate the relative likelihood that a given sequence of 

fixations would occur according to the grammar of each speed and direction condition. 
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Due to both the non normal distribution of the data and that the data was between subjects 

for the randomly selected data, all likelihoods were tested through the Kruskal-Wallis non 

parametric statistical test.  This test was utilized to determine whether there was a difference 

between the fit across four different grammars: one for each dataset that was drawn from each 

speed of rotation condition at each direction of rotation.  Post-hoc analyses were conducted 

through Dunn’s pairwise test for testing significant differences between the average rank order of 

each group.  The significance level of alpha =.05 was corrected for experimentwise erorr. 

Another test to measure the relative amount that each of the datasets from each of the four 

speed conditions fit their respective grammar was through a comparison of accuracy of best fit in 

a likelihood matrix for each grammar according to the data set.  The likelihood matrix was 

utilized to describe the percentage of trials within each grammar from a set of 10 000 fixation 

sequences, for each speed of target rotation, would best fit the grammar that produced the 

sequence. 

Results  

Index finger location. 

The average location of the index finger at the end point of a trial indicated that there was 

no significant effect of speed or the direction of rotation on the vertical distance of the index 

finger to the horizontal midline of the target, F(3,48)= 0.85, p = .47, η2 = 0.50, or direction, 

F(1,16) = 0.34, p = .57, η2 = 0.02.  The interaction between direction and speed also did not 

reveal any significant effects, F(3,48) = 1.97, p = .13, η2 = 0.11 (Table 1).  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Table 1 
Horizontal Distance of the Index Mean 

A closer look at the distributions of the distance of the index finger to the horizontal 

midline of the target is depicted in the graphs (Figure 2a-b).  These graphs show the distribution 

of index finger distances across trials through a Parzen-Rosenblatt Window (Parzen, 1962) that 

vary between speeds and directions of rotation, sigma = 0.2.  

Speed of Rotation (º/s) 
N=17 

Mean (cm) Standard Deviation

60 ccw 2.53 0.80
60 cw 2.66 0.62
50 ccw 2.63 1.15
50 cw 2.65 1.29
40 ccw 2.55 1.02
40 cw 2.60 0.75
30 ccw 2.30 0.72
30 cw 2.23 0.69

Figure 2a-b(left to right).  Index finger distance (x) by percentage of trials(y). 2a.  Trials from the 
speed and direction 50 deg/s clockwise. 2b. Trials from the 60 counterclockwise condition.
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Speed of Rotation (º/s) Counterclockwise Clockwise

H p H p

60 943.070  <0.001* 1652.910 <0.001*

50 1287.520 <0.001* 897.510 <0.001*

40 169.220  <0.001* 1816.680 <0.001*

30 992.660  <0.001* 2908.740 <0.001*

Table 2 
H- Values of Rank Order for Data by Model by Participant Group through Kruskal-Wallis Test

Note. Kruskal-Wallis, n = 13.  The * symbol indicates significant difference across the 
speeds at the .05 level of significance.

Speed of Rotation (º/s) Counterclockwise Clockwise

H p H p

60 185.14 <0.001* 886.41     <0.001*

50 24.72 <0.001* 1066.25     <0.001*

40 102.40 <0.001* 2729.13   <0.001*

30 17.22 <0.001* 2202.82  <0.001*

Speed of Rotation (º/s) Counterclockwise Clockwise

H p H            p

60 1201.55   <0.001* 886.41 <0.001*

50 1098.67   <0.001* 1066.25    <0.001*

40 5990.63   <0.001* 2729.13     <0.001*

30 4544.664   <0.001* 2202.82      <0.001*

Note. Kruskal-Wallis, n = 4.  The * symbol indicates significant difference across the 
speeds at the .05 level of significance.

Note. Kruskal-Wallis, n =17. The * symbol indicates significant difference across the 
speeds at the .05 level of significance.
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Quadrant analysis. 

Participants fixated most frequently within the right side top and bottom quadrants of the 

viewing plane.  The main effect of quadrant on fixation frequency was statistically significant, 

F(2.05, 32.83) = 47.198, p < 0.001, η2 = .75.  An interaction between direction of rotation and 

quadrant was also significant, F(1.548, 24.7) = 31.02 , p < 0.001, η2 = .66.  There was no effect 

for direction of rotation, F(1,16) = 0.44, p = .52, η2 = 0.03.  The interaction of direction by speed 

did not indicate a significant interaction, F(2.39, 38.3) = 2.02, p = .14, η2 = .11.  The interaction 

between speed by quadrant also did not yield a significant interaction, F(3.22,51.5) = 0.79, p = 
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0.51, η2 = 0.05.  The interaction effect of all three independent variables: speed by direction by 

quadrant, was non significant, F(3.16, 50.60) = 0.63, p = 0.61, η2= 0.04.  However, there was a 

main effect of speed on the number of fixations F(2.53, 40.49) = 6.27, p = .001, η2 = 0.28. 

Tukey post hoc tests revealed that there was a significant difference between quadrant and 

direction (Figure 3).  There were no significant simple effects between the number of fixations 

per quadrant by speed when assessed through a Tukey post hoc analysis (60 º/s: M = 3.64, 

SD=0.22; 50 º/s: M = 3.66, SD = 0.20; 40 º/s: M = 3.39, SD = 0.15; and 30 º/s: M = 3.13, SD = 

0.17). 

Visualizations. 

Visualizations of fixation distributions for each condition depicted the probability of 

fixation locations throughout the entire duration of a given trial, relative to a common orientation 

of the target.  Each condition was initially averaged per participant before being combined across 

participants (Figure 4).  The visualizations of fixation distributions were also utilized to compare 

across all of the conditions using the EMD metric, in order to determine the degree to which the 

visualizations differed from each other.  
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Normalized Distributions of Fixations 

Earth Mover’s Distance. 

The effect for speed according to the EMD metric was shown to be non significant, F(3,48) 

= 1.79, p = 0.16, η2 = 0.1.  The effect for direction was also non significant, F(1,16)=0.05, p = 

0.83, η2 = 0.003.  As well, the effect for speed by direction, F(3,48) = 4.48, p = 0.87, η2 = 0.72, 

was not significant (Figure 5). 

Markov Model grammars. 

The grammars for each condition showed the fixation patterns in sequences of pairs of 

fixations that were the most prevalent throughout the conditions, and across participants.  

Figure 4.(clockwise from top left corner) Normalized distributions of fixations across all participants 
and conditions. 60 ccw, 50 ccw, 40 ccw, 30 ccw, 30 cw, 40 cw, 50 cw, and 60 cw.  The relative 
likelihood of fixating each pixel is represented by colour value, from lightest (greatest) to darkest 
(least).
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Concentric grammars. 

The results indicated that speed was not significant, F(1.34,21.43) = 1.601, p = 0.22, η2 = 

0.09.  The direction was also not significant, F(1,16) = 0.01, p = 0.94, η2 = 0.01.  And, the 

interaction between speed and direction was not significant, F(1.620, 25.922) = 2.63, p = 0.10, 

η2 = 0.14. 

Vertical grammars. 

A test that measured whether the amount of RMSE of each structure differed across the 

conditions within the vertical model resulted in a significant interaction effect, F(1.58,25.38) = 

30.40, p < 0.001, η2  = 0.66.  Speed was also significant,  F(1.873, 29.973) = 16.40, p <0.001, η2 
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= 0.51.  There were no significant difference in structure across the directions of rotation, F(1,16) 

= 0.11, p = 0.79, η2 = 0.01. 

Preplanned contrasts for the vertical model (N = 17) showed an interaction between the 

clockwise and the counterclockwise grammars between the two faster and two slower speeds, 30 

º/s and 40 º/s, versus 50 º/s and 60 º/s.  The ccw is greater during the 30 º/s and 40 º/s speeds and 

decreases during the 50 º/s and 60 º/s speeds, F(1,16) = 72.29, p < .001 (Figure 6).  For the cw 

speed there was an increase as the speed increased.  

Figure 6. Evaluation of structure by root mean square error across grammars comparing the 
vertical and concentric models.
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A linear contrast indicated a significant linear effect across speeds at the cw direction of 

rotation F(1,16) = 16.02, p < 0.001, where there was a linear increase with speed (30 º/s-60 º/s), 

but not at the ccw direction, F(1,16) = 0.03, p > 0.10 (Figure 6). 

A non significant difference was found between the test for quadratic effect, F(1,16) < 

0.01, p > 0.10 at ccw.  Across the speeds within the cw condition the quadratic trend was also 

non significant,  F(1,16) =  2.01, p > 0.10.

States 1 2 3 4
1 0.19 0.37 0.26 0.18
2 0.45 0.19 0.19 0.17
3 0.17 0.16 0.25 0.42
4 0.15 0.07 0.41 0.37

States 1 2 3 4
1 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.23
2 0.39 0.20 0.14 0.27
3 0.08 0.12 0.31 0.50
4 0.18 0.13 0.47 0.22

States 1 2 3 4
1 0.22 0.44 0.17 0.17
2 0.37 0.30 0.17 0.15
3 0.15 0.11 0.26 0.49
4 0.11 0.10 0.57 0.22

Table 3 
Transition State Values for Grammars that Represented a Majority of the Dataset

Note. Likelihood values across transition states within participant subset n =17 at the conditions, 
30 cw, 60 ccw, and 60 cw (top to bottom).
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Likelihood: vertical configuration. 

The grammars that best represented the data within the cw at the vertical grammar 

configuration across all 17 participants’ data showed that the grammars that represented the 

extreme speeds best fit the more extreme speeds grammar from the opposite end of the range 

(Figure 7).  A Kruskall-Wallis test indicated a significant difference across all grammars within 

each set of data from both the ccw and cw directions of rotation (Table 2).  Post hoc analyses 

indicated that the data from the 60 º/s, 50 º/s and 30 º/s ccw conditions fit the 40 º/s grammar the 

best.  These results showed a similar trend to the percentage of accurate matches of data with 

each grammar (Table 4).  For the ccw grammars there was a consistent preference for 40 º/s 

within each data set.  Whereas, for the cw direction there was a greater distribution of accuracy 

across the grammars by speed. 

Likelihood values for Data across Grammars, N = 17  
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Participant subgroups. 

The division of participants into two subgroups was based on visual inspection of the 

results from normalized eye fixation distributions of each rotational condition across all 

participants produced by the tensor-Stochastic Neighbourhood Embedding (t-SNE) algorithm 

(Van der Maaten & Hinton, 2008).  The data points which formed a cluster of all eight rotational 

conditions was comprised of four participants’ data.  The remaining 13 participants formed a 

second subgroup (Figure 8).  

The likelihood of sequences of fixations indicated significant differences of likelihood 

values across the speeds between the two subgroups.  Each subgroup: n = 4 and n = 13, was 

tested independently using the Kruskal-Wallis non parametric test and Dunn’s test for multiple 

N 17 Grammar
Direction cw

60 50 40 30
Data set 60 31.65% 6.12% 32.75% 29.48%

50 44.85% 0.69% 35.93% 18.53%

40 69.46% 9.21% 3.39% 17.94%

30 58.13% 28.72% 4.04% 9.11%

Direction ccw
17 60 50 40 30

Data set 60 18.29% 42.80% 23.18% 15.73%
50 26.21% 43.93% 8.07% 21.79%

40 22.65% 55.69% 9.25% 12.41%

30 32.13% 32.71% 10.02% 25.14%

Table 4 
Percentage of Best Fit Likelihood Values Across Speeds of Grammars per Fixation Sequence (Data Set)

Note.Transition State Values for Grammars that Represented a Majority of the Dataset
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means.  This test indicated a pattern that was specific to the 60 º/s speed at ccw within the n = 4 

subgroup was employed, whereas no such differentiation within the fasted speed was indicated 

within the n = 13 subgroup (Figure 9 a-b).  Therefore, the comparison between the two 

subgroups suggests that the n = 4 subgroup was skilled at strategizing to grasp a rotating target.  

Likelihood at vertical configuration (n = 13). 

A statistical comparison of the n = 13 subset of participants resulted in a significant 

difference across speeds of grammars for each of the four sets of sequences that were generated 

by each of the grammars, within each direction of rotation (Table 2).  There was a different 

pattern of best fit for the ccw data at the subset of n=13 participants than there was for the over 

all N = 17 analysis.  At the ccw direction of rotation, post hoc analyses of the mean rank order 

scores for the data that was generated by each grammar indicated that the best fit for all data was 

the 30 º/s grammar (Figure 9a).  A post hoc analysis indicated that the grammar that at the cw 

direction of rotation, a similar pattern to the overall comparison of likelihood values (N = 17) 
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was observed.  This pattern indicates that the greatest likelihood within the extreme speeds 

occurred at the opposite ends of the range, such as the 60 º/s grammar at the 30 º/s data.  The data 

generated by the 50 º/s and 40 º/s grammars best fit the 40 º/s and 50 º/s grammars (Figure 9b).  

The likelihood matrix (Table 5) indicated that within this subset (n = 13), the grammar of 50 º/s 

ccw fit best with its respective data set, a pattern which did not continue at the 60 º/s grammar.  

Thus, the decrease after 50 º/s suggests there is a strategy change here for this subset of 

participants.

Likelihood values for Data across Grammars  

Figure 9a-d. Likelihood values across grammars within participant subset n = 13 (top row) a-b left to right) 
ccw to cw.  9 c-d.  Within participant subset n=4  (bottom row left to right) ccw, cw.  The ⌾ symbol 
indicates significance across the models within each set of grammars.  The rotated [ character indicates the 
grammars that did not have significant differences between them at the specified data set.
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Likelihood at vertical configuration (n = 4). 

All sets of data across both directions of rotation indicated a significant difference across 

the grammars within the n = 4 subset of participants (Table 2).  Post hoc tests showed that the 60 

º/s grammar at the ccw direction of rotation showed that a greater likelihood of sequences of 

fixation locations occurred at the grammar from 60 º/s (Figure 9c).  This finding was consistent 

Table 5 
Percentage of Best Fit of Likelihoods Across Grammars from Each Rotational Condition

Direction cw At Grammar
Participants 4

60 50 40 30

Dataset 

60 36.61% 3.92% 42.73% 16.74%
50 45.51% 6.39% 30.70% 17.40%
40 62.25% 11.47% 8.11% 18.17%
30 42.26% 34.76% 1.14% 21.84%

Direction ccw
60 50 40 30

Dataset

60 62.28% 18.13% 2.65% 16.94%
50 10.71% 53.07% 9.57% 26.65%
40 0.39% 37.56% 14.73% 47.32%
30 2.17% 23.70% 15.05% 59.08%

Direction cw
Participants 13

60 50 40 30

Dataset

60 30.49% 11.52% 19.63% 38.36%
50 48.65% 11.00% 31.07% 9.28%
40 55.04% 21.09% 6.68% 17.19%
30 73.95% 14.75% 6.20% 5.10%

Direction ccw
60 50 40 30

Dataset

60 15.86% 22.89% 42.77% 18.48%
50 1.03% 87.86% 2.26% 8.85%
40 27.79% 30.85% 19.58% 21.78%
30 25.03% 18.98% 13.86% 42.13%

Note. Percentages of accuracy within each sequence of data that was generated by each grammar.
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with the percentage of accuracy at the 60 º/s data (Table 5).  The other grammars within the ccw 

direction of rotation indicated that the 40 º/s and 30 º/s grammars fit the data from 40 º/s through 

to 30 º/s ccw the best (Figure 9 c).  Though there was no clear trend at 50 º/s ccw from rank order 

averages, the likelihood matrix table suggests that the two faster speeds can be predicted by their 

respective grammars better than the 40 º/s can by its respective grammar (Table 5). 

The datasets across speed within the cw direction of rotation showed that within this n = 4 

subgroup no clear trend occurred between the strategies at 50 º/s and 60 º/s cw compared with 

the strategies that were elicited at 30 º/s and 40 deg/s cw.  Data from all four speeds of rotation fit 

the grammars from the 50 º/s and 40 º/s cw (Figure 9d).  However, the best fit of each trial across 

all four speeds of rotation occurred at the 60 º/s grammar cw (Table 5).  This indicates that 

fixation strategies within this subset did not employ different strategies at 30 º/s than they did at 

60 º/s within the speeds at the cw direction of rotation, only the frequency of the strategy 

increased with speed.  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Discussion 

In regard to the reach data, there was no significant difference in the distance of the index 

finger at the endpoint of the reach across speeds for either subgroup.  This finding was contrary 

to expectations.  The non significant difference in index finger endpoint distance to the midline 

of the target indicated that statistical tests yielded no evidence from the reach data that increased 

speed posed a greater challenge for the reaching and grasping task.  The amount of variation 

between strategies may have contributed to the lack of significant differences. 

The distance of the index finger to the horizontal midline of the target between two 

conditions of 50 cw and 60 ccw are depicted in Figure 2 a-b.  These two conditions were selected 

because they display the variation that occurs possibly due to variation across grasp strategies 

and also the variation that is attributable to a lack of accuracy in the reach.  During the 50 º/s cw 

trial there was more variation across grasp strategies that were employed.  Within the 60 º/s ccw 

condition there were fewer grasps made towards the longer edge of the target.  The steep decline 

after 3 cm within the 60 º/s ccw condition suggests that participants aim for the shorter midline 

axis of the target during this condition and that there was more error present at the end points of 

the reach (Figure 2 a-b).  These graphs showed that different angles of grasps along diagonal, 

horizontal, or vertical axis of the target, contributed to a large standard deviation from the mean 

for each experimental condition. 

Eye fixation locations within each of the quadrants of the viewing plane were significantly 

different between the two directions of rotation such that quadrant four was fixated more 

frequently during the ccw direction of rotation and quadrant one was fixated more frequently 

during the cw direction of rotation (Figure 1).  The hypothesis that fixations would locate on 
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either the positive side or the negative side of the x-axis, depending on whether the block was 

rotating clockwise or counterclockwise, respectively, was not supported.  The most salient 

quadrants of the screen were on the right side from the centre of the target, which indicated that 

eye fixations were less likely to fixate on the block when a location was about to become 

untenable.  Participants fixated at potential stable finger contact points on the target from within 

one or two quadrants on the viewing plane, instead of the full range of rotation which would 

rotate through all four quadrants.  This suggests that anticipatory tracking of a moving target is 

quite closely coupled with tenable locations of grasp.  These results support previous findings 

that plans for action are created in real time and that they are specific to the particular 

requirements of the task (Flanagan & Johansson, 2003; Hayhoe, Bensinger, & Ballard, 1997).  

Therefore, how one updates a plan for action across spatial-temporal dimensions when the task is 

to interact with a moving object can reflect one’s perceived ability. 

The lack of significance between quadrant one and quadrant four (Figure 2) within the cw 

direction but significant differences along the ccw direction, suggests that there was a narrower 

range of block rotation for which the average participant would consider a tenable contact 

location at the ccw direction of rotation.  Because all participants were required to grasp the 

target with their right hand, the ccw direction of rotation imposes a more limited range of 

potential grasp sites that are specific to the kinematic constraints of the right hand and wrist.  It is 

likely that the ccw direction of rotation restricted the potential grasp sites because the 

comfortability of wrist position.  To conduct a right hand grasp at all orientations of the target 

would necessitate that the wrist rotate 180º, which is beyond the comfortable range of wrist 

rotation of 110 º -130 º (Cuijpers et. al, 2004; Dijkerman et al., 2009).  The required movement to 
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reorient the wrist in order for the full 180 º of target rotation to be tenable by the right hand 

would necessitate a relatively rapid hand movement during the 50 º/s and 60 º/s speeds of 

rotation.  Therefore, more sophisticated strategies that adapt to a lower margin of error and more 

rapid movement would have been necessary for the ccw direction of rotation compared with the 

cw conditions.  Another possible explanation for the increased challenge at the speeds across the 

ccw direction of rotation could be due to the predominant preference of utilizing the index finger 

for accuracy across grasping tasks (Brower,  Franz, & Gegenfurtner, 2009; Desanghere & 

Marotta, 2011).  The increased challenge of tracing the movement of the block in the ccw 

direction may be caused by the target moving towards the thumb at the times when it is oriented 

at tenable contact locations for the right hand.  Therefore, during the ccw direction of movement, 

the visuomotor system would adapt to control accuracy via the thumb.  The increased challenge 

may arise due to the lack of practice with using the thumb as the primary contact point for the 

target. 

Visualizations. 

The fixation probability distribution depictions, or heat maps, show that there is a tendency 

to look closer to the centre and the edges of the target during the two rapid speeds of rotation 

(50º/s and 60º/s).  The two slower speeds (30º/s and 40º/s) of rotation are more diffuse 

throughout out the viewing plane and have a larger radius than the two faster conditions (Figure 

4).  Additionally, at the slower speeds of rotation the influence of the direction of rotation is more 

apparent in the depictions of eye fixation locations. 

Though the depictions of eye fixation patterns are apparent in the visualizations, 

statistically significant differences between distributions that increased speed of the rotating 
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target posed on the task could not be found through the analysis of the EMD measure.  The EMD 

results indicated that there was a decrease in difference after 50 º/s ccw (Figure 5), though it was 

non significant.  Depicted in the visualizations of eye fixation distributions are parameters such 

as the distance that eye fixations are located from the centre of the target and directional biases 

per rotational condition, which differed between the conditions.  It may be that these two 

parameters cause a reciprocal negation in the measure of distance between images, thus no 

statistical differences were found. 

The results of this EMD comparison also suggest that the combination of limitations posed 

by the interaction between speed and direction of rotation may be the reason for the shift 

between the 40 º/s and 50 º/s speeds at the ccw direction.  

Grammar configurations. 

Average randomness of transition states within the vertical grammar configuration, within 

each condition, indicated an interaction between speed and direction on the amount of average 

structure per condition.  The lack of significant main effects or interaction effects of speed or 

direction on the structures of the grammars that were modeled according to the concentric 

configuration, indicated that the fixation pattern differences across speeds were better captured 

by the vertical configuration.  The differentiation between grammars at the vertical configuration 

allowed for transition likelihoods that could be utilized to more accurately predict and 

differentiate between a given fixation sequence and to explore how fixation patterns changed 

across speed conditions.  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Transition states. 

The likelihood values of transition states (Table 3) show the most common patterns of 

fixating the target.  These grammars indicated that participants were likely to fixate within states 

three or state four if they started a sequence of fixations in either of those states.  Similarly, if a 

fixation began in state one or in state two, the next fixation was more likely to stay within either 

state one or state two.  This pattern is apparent within the 30 º/s cw and 60 º/s cw.  However, for 

the 60 º/s ccw grammar the transition state distribution was closer to uniform.  Therefore, if 

participants were fixating within the first state at 60 º/s ccw, which is located in the centre of the 

target, then they were almost equally likely to switch to either of the four states as they were to 

stay within the first state.  A possible reason for this difference is due to the challenge at this 

condition.  The average fixation strategy at 60 º/s ccw may result in close to chance levels 

between transitions from state one due to the variety of strategies that were employed at this 

speed. 

Thus, participants chose to fixate either around the edge or the interior, which suggests that 

they were less likely to switch to either an interior zone from an exterior zone or vice versa.  This 

result challenges the hypothesis that participants would be more more likely to track the target 

during slower speeds of rotation, rather than the two greater speeds.  Instead, the target salience  

varied between either the interior of the target or its exterior at the greater speeds of rotation 

according to the grammars. 

Structure of grammars. 

The vertical grammars showed that the structure of the fixation strategies across speeds at 

the cw direction of rotation increased as the speed of rotation was increased.  The linear trend 
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suggests that the eye fixation strategies continued to be represented by the vertical configuration 

as speed increased and the frequency of a common strategy increased.  A speed threshold that 

would have compelled participants to employ a different strategy was not encountered across 

speeds at the cw direction of rotation. 

The ccw structures did not follow a significant linear pattern, nor did the structure fit a 

quadratic trend where the extreme speeds had more structure than the more moderate speeds.  On 

average, participants’ fixation patterns were closer to random chance during the trials for which 

the speed of the target’s rotation was at 50º/s.  The decrease in amount of structure at the 50 º/s 

grammar suggests that a threshold for a particular fixation strategy was constrained due to speed.  

The fixation pattern that was prevalent at a slower speeds of 40 º/s or 30 º/s, was not elicited at 

the greater speeds at the ccw direction.  Another possible explanation is that the vertical grammar 

did not sufficiently capture what is happening at 50 º/s ccw, relative to the other speeds due to a 

high degree of variation of fixation strategies at this speed of target rotation. 

The interaction between the direction of rotation and the two greater speeds versus the two 

slower speeds also provided evidence that a threshold for the common fixation strategy occurred 

at 50 º/s.  The differences between the relatively low amount of structure across the speeds at the 

ccw direction compared with the speeds at the cw structures also suggests that the ccw direction 

of rotation posed more challenges than the cw direction of rotation did as speed increased 

(Figure 6).  

Likelihood of fixation sequences. 

The increased structure across the cw dimension, which increased as speed increased, 

influenced the likelihood values of fixations that were generated according to the transition state 
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likelihoods.  The best fit across speeds within the cw direction followed a pattern that was 

consistent across the subgroups.  The grammars that best fit the datasets of either extreme speed 

was located at the opposite end of the speed range within the rotational direction from which the 

fixation data was drawn.  These patterns point towards an interaction between the general level 

of structure and the sequences generated by that grammar.  The amount of structure within a 

grammar affects the likelihood of a randomly generated sequence.  An unlikely sequence from a 

highly structured grammar at the grammars from the slow speeds of rotation, where the structure 

was more uniformly distributed between the transition states, would have resulted in a greater 

likelihood value than the same sequence’s likelihood value according to a highly structured 

grammar, such as those from the 60 º/s cw condition.  

The structure of the grammars across speeds within the ccw direction of rotation indicated 

relatively less differentiation of structure of the grammars across the speeds (60 º/s-30 º/s).  The 

relatively uniform distributions of state transition likelihoods may have contributed to the 

grammar at the moderate speed of 40 º/s resulting in the best fit across all 17 participants at the 

ccw direction of rotation(Figure 7b).  The variation between strategies at each direction of 

rotation supports the observation that the challenge of the task increased at the ccw direction of 

rotation, relative to the cw direction.  

Participant subgroups. 

Participant subgroups were determined according to a t-SNE algorithm, which resulted in 

two clusters of normalized trials across all 17 participants.  One subset of n = 4 participants 

showed that fixation behaviour was different from the other subgroup of n=13 participants.  The 

fact that this difference between the subgroups is apparent within speeds only at the ccw 
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direction of rotation aligns with the explanation that the ccw direction poses a more challenging 

task.  The differentiation predominantly occurs at 50 º/s and 60 º/s at ccw between the two 

subgroups.  The specificity of the 50 º/s grammar (Table 5) showed that the best fit for the 

fixation sequence generated by 50 º/s occurred most frequently at the same grammar that was 

utilized to generate the sequence.  Within this n = 13 subset of participants there was a decline in 

specificity of the grammar at 60 º/s ccw, thus indicating a potential speed threshold at 50 º/s for 

this subset.  The finding that the fixation sequences from the n=13 subgroup at the 60 º/s ccw 

grammar fit the 30 º/s grammar best, indicated that this subset of participants did not utilize a 

common and specific strategy as the speed increased within the ccw direction of rotation. 

The likelihoods from the other subgroup of participants (n=4) indicated that the viewing 

strategy at 60 º/s was specific to the 60 º/s vertical grammar.  The best fit of the 50 º/s data was 

also its respective grammar according to the likelihood matrix (Table 5).  The best fit of the 

fixation sequences at their respective grammars as the speed increased suggests that a common 

fixation strategy within this subset of participants was used at each of the greater speeds.  Thus, 

the frequency of a common fixation strategy increased with speed of rotation at this participant 

subgroup.  Therefore, it is likely that the strategy that was employed by the n=4 subset of 

participants was adaptive to the constraints that were imposed when the target rotated at 60 º/s 

and 50 º/s relative to the 30 º/s and 40 º/s speeds.  This subgroup showed they were more skilled 

at strategizing and carrying out the strategy than the other (n=13) subset of participants.   

These findings were slightly different than what was expected.  Strategies at the faster 

speeds differed between the two subgroups, thus showing that a multitude of strategies were 

employed across faster speeds.  Only within a minority of participants was it apparent that the 
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greater speeds of rotation yielded more consistent fixation strategies.  The increased challenge 

that was posed by speed and direction of rotation of the target likely elicited more consistent 

fixation strategies if the participants felt that they would be effective at the task.  This was also 

evident by the close coupling of fixations at locations within quadrants where a tenable contact 

were present.  A further investigation of the predominant strategies that were elicited by the few 

participants at the greater speeds could be utilized to explore what particular orientation of the 

target most influenced the shift in the fixation strategy. 

The lack of an adaptive strategy at the speeds of target rotation that exceeded 50 º/s for the 

n=13 subgroup of participants was attributable to both speed constraints and the constraints that 

the ccw direction of rotation imposed upon the grasping task.  Though the constraints increased 

the challenge of the task, what remains unclear is which mechanism in the human visuomotor 

system that is constrained by more rapid speeds of rotation.  It is unclear why some individuals 

were less willing to adapt their fixation strategies to the more rapid speeds.  If participants were 

able to recognize the edges of the target when it is spinning at 60 º/s, low level vision is not the 

cause of the constraints that were imposed by increased speed of rotation of the target.  An 

additional constraint could be due to the limitations posed by singular plans for action 

(Mamassain, 1996).  If humans form singular plans for action that are present throughout the 

visuomotor system at any time, the speed threshold may indicate a bottleneck for information 

transfer such that transferring coordinates between the lower levels of the visual system to higher 

levels of processing would affect for plans for action.  Greater speeds would have necessitated 

different heuristic processes in order to communicate an accurate percept that would change as 

rapidly as the tenable locations on the target did.  It is also possible that the connections between 
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the ventral and dorsal streams posed a constraint on the temporal aspect of processing plans for 

action.  If the participants experienced instability, and therefore imprecision in the percept of 

location of the target during trials for which the speed exceeded 40 º/s at the ccw direction of 

rotation, this could have been a factor that prevented the development of a movement strategy 

that was reliable and accurate.  

Perceived ability may also play an important role in the skilled subgroup participants’ 

willingness to form adaptive strategies for the ccw direction at the faster rotational speeds.  

Because the grasping task in this experiment did not provide haptic feedback, it is possible that 

participants’ reluctance to employ adaptive viewing strategies during the two faster speeds was a 

result of their perceived ability.  As, there was no consequence for a poorly executed reach.  

Given that the majority of participants did not employ an adaptive strategy, this suggests that 

adaptive planning for grasping a target that is rotating at 50 º/s or 60 º/s ccw requires some skill 

and potentially some experience with the task.  It is possible that the frequency of a particular 

fixation strategy that the skilled subgroup employed would have shown a decline had the target 

rotated faster than 60 º/s in the ccw direction. 

Conclusion 

In agreement with the hypotheses, the ccw task elicited a different strategy than that of the 

cw direction at greater speeds of target rotation.  While the threshold for the cw speed could not 

be determined based upon the four speeds that were tested or the index finger contact locations, 

an average threshold speed of 50º/s was indicated through fixation strategies made during the 

ccw speeds of rotation. 
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The average speed for which a threshold was evident across the speeds at the ccw direction 

of rotation was different for each of the subgroups.  An unskilled group whose strategy ceased to 

be employed after the 50 º/s speed of rotation differed from a subset of participants that 

employed adaptive fixation strategies at the greater speeds of rotation, from 30 º/s through to 60 

º/s.  The fixation strategies of the latter subset of participants showed no indication that they 

encountered a threshold that that their fixation strategy could not adapt.  

The increased difficulty of the ccw direction of rotation suggests that task driven saliency 

closely incorporates kinematic constraints such that plans for action are specific to the task and 

perceived ability.  The variation between subgroups of speed thresholds suggested that perceived 

ability influences how we recruit information to form a plan for action in real time. 
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Appendix 

Table 6 
Horizontal Distance of the Index Mean 

Speed of Rotation (º/s) n=13 Mean (cm) Standard Deviation
60 ccw 2.608 0.811
60 cw 2.630 0.689
50 ccw 2.754 1.260
50 cw 2.665 1.411
40 ccw 2.558 1.066
40 cw 2.457 0.541
30 ccw 2.461 0.745
30 cw 2.309 0.768

Speed of Rotation (º/s) n=4 Mean (cm) Standard Deviation
60 ccw 2.280 0.802
60 cw 2.764 0.391
50 ccw 2.243 0.700
50 cw 2.581 0.923
40 ccw 2.533 0.988
40 cw 3.057 1.209
30 ccw 1.787 0.299
30 cw 1.980 0.303

Note. Distance from the horizontal midline of the target to the index finger for two subgroups of 
participants, n =13 (top) and n = 4 (bottom).
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Table 7 
Likelihoods of States in Vertical Configuration 

State

Condition State 1 2 3 4

60 ccw 1 0.259 0.263 0.252 0.227

2 0.390 0.197 0.144 0.269

3 0.080 0.118 0.307 0.495

4 0.181 0.125 0.469 0.225

60cw 1 0.223 0.436 0.168 0.173

2 0.374 0.297 0.175 0.154

3 0.146 0.106 0.261 0.487

4 0.106 0.101 0.573 0.220

50ccw 1 0.203 0.378 0.191 0.227

2 0.404 0.271 0.177 0.148

3 0.086 0.164 0.290 0.460

4 0.083 0.256 0.391 0.270

50cw 1 0.231 0.394 0.233 0.142

2 0.358 0.237 0.244 0.161

3 0.195 0.067 0.226 0.513

4 0.110 0.174 0.492 0.224

40ccw 1 0.211 0.350 0.228 0.211

2 0.447 0.130 0.236 0.187

3 0.140 0.097 0.265 0.498

4 0.189 0.094 0.382 0.335
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40cw 1 0.207 0.419 0.171 0.203

2 0.381 0.244 0.118 0.258

3 0.161 0.126 0.279 0.434

4 0.137 0.168 0.390 0.306

30ccw 1 0.194 0.366 0.265 0.175

2 0.446 0.194 0.186 0.174

3 0.171 0.157 0.248 0.425

4 0.152 0.068 0.411 0.369

30cw 1 0.286 0.368 0.160 0.186

2 0.393 0.328 0.121 0.157

3 0.157 0.190 0.257 0.396

4 0.114 0.198 0.380 0.309

Note. State transition matrices for each of the rotational conditions. 
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Horizontal Distance by Percentage of Trials 
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Figure 10 a-h(left to right & top to bottom). Distance of index finger endpoint to horizontal 
midline of the target comparison of participant subsets, n =4 and n = 17.  Comparisons are 
shown across 4 different rotational conditions, across all trials within that condition and subset.  
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Eye-hand coordination: Moving Objects. 

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS:   
Psychology      Charlotte Leferink, Master’s student 

University of Manitoba 
                         (204) 480-1248  

Psychology      Dr. Jonathan Marotta, Professor,    
      University of Manitoba 
      (204) 474-7057

SOURCE OF SUPPORT: NSERC Discovery Grant
 
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is only 
part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is 
about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something 
mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take the 
time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information. 
 
PURPOSE:  We are interested in where you are looking when reaching out to grasp objects. 
 
DESCRIPTION:  This study will take place in the Perception and Action Lab in the Duff 
Roblin Building on the Fort Garry Campus.  During the study, you will be asked to reach out and 
grasp a computer-generated target object. An eye tracker will be used to record your eye 
movements when performing these tasks and an OPTOTRAK 3-D motion recording system will 
be used to record your finger and hand movements. Prior to this task, you will be asked to fill out 
a brief demographics questionnaire that inquires about your age, gender, handedness, whether 
you wear glasses, and your stereo acuity. The whole procedure will take less than an hour and a 
half to complete. You will earn 3 experimental credits for your participation in this study.
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RISKS AND BENEFITS:  There are no risks (physical, psychological and/or emotional) 
inherent in the tasks you will perform but some of the tests may be repetitive.  Even though this 
may be frustrating to you, there will always be an investigator with you to assist you and support 
you. 

COSTS AND PAYMENTS:  There are no fees or charges to participate in this study.  You will 
not receive payment. 

CONFIDENTIALITY:  Your information will be kept confidential.  You will be referred to by a 
code number.  All files containing identifying information will be stored in a locked cabinet 
separate from data with your code number.  Your files will only be accessible by the investigators 
and will be destroyed 5 years after the completion of the study (approximately September, 2017).  
All papers containing personal information will be shredded.  All electronic files will be deleted.  
Any cds or dvds containing data will be physically destroyed. 

VOLUNTARY CONSENT:  Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to 
your satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to 
participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, 
sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free 
to withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you prefer 
to omit, without prejudice or consequence. This means that should you choose to withdraw at 
any point from the study, you will still receive 3 participation credits. Your continued 
participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for 
clarification or new information throughout your participation. 

The University of Manitoba may look at your research records to see that the research is being 
done in a safe and proper way. 

This research has been approved by the Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board of the 
University of Manitoba. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may 
contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Coordinator (HEC) at 474-7122. A 
copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference. 

 ______________________     ___________ ______________________     ___________ 
Signature of the Participant      Date    Signature of Investigator          Date 

If you would like to receive general summary of the results from this study when it is completed, 
please complete your email address below:   

E-mail Address:    _______________________________________________________


